P. WADHWANI COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, YAVATMAL
Approved by AICTE ,PCI,DTE, Govt. Maharashtra and Affiliated to SGB Amravati University, Amravati.

B.PHARM ADMISSION NOTICE 2013-14
Notification No. Admn./378/03/2013-14.

Applications are invited for F. Y. B. Pharm admission in Institute level seats and seats remaing vacant after cap round.

ELIGIBILITY-12th Science pass with 45% marks in PCB/PCM group (40%) for backward students or D. Pharm with 45% marks

Vacancy position as on date:- Against CAP-25, Institute level-12

Addmission Schedule
• Submission of Application form:- 7-8-213 upto5.00 pm
• Display of Merit List :- 8-8-2013 at 11.00 am.
• Admission by counseling (For all types of seats ) :- 8-8-2013 from 12.00 noon
• Cut of Date :- 10-8-2013

Prof. (Dr.) A. V. Chandewear
Principal